of f over U such that l f (x) 1< a l x -OP (x E U n A) inequality for the reduced order:
inequality for products:
inequality for the analytic order: 
We prove the following LCI as our main theorem, (3.4), assuming that X is reduced and irreducible at E i.e.
is an integral domain.
(1) There exist a1 = a1(0) > 1, b1 = b1(0) > 0 such that 
, (7 2) cf.
( 1 12)) Let X be a positive dimensional complex space reduced at E.
is a rational number and the following conditions are equivalent for any p, q EN. 
Hence the vector (m1,, mk) is contained in the convex cone KCttk defined by
We have only to prove that K\{0} is included in the strictly positive quadrant. Assume the contrary By a rearrangement of the coordinates, we may assume that
This contradicts to the fact that E is connected.
(ii) We may assume 
Then we have 
(2) For any morphism 0: (Y, n)--3 (X, E) with grnk 0 In = dim X (see §0 for the symbol grnk) , there exist a1
The proof of (3) is postponed to (4.8)Since (1) and (2) As to the case n > 3, we prove (1) by induction on n.
Suppose that the case n -1 (n > 3) has been proved already_ We may assume that X is normal by (3.3)
We may also assume that E = 0ECm and X is a closed complex subspace of a product open neighbourhood U = V x W (VC Cn, WC Cm-n) of 0 such that the projection II: X-- 2 ( e.g J = (x2+ y2 + z )R{x, y, z}) In such a case dim IX I < dim XE , grnk n(1) < dim X and hence (2) and (3) f(x + iy, x -iy) (4.5) Lemma (cf.
[Ma], §3, which treats analytic sets) (ii) Ir is a real ideal.
( 
we have the assertion by (4.3), 
by the assumption U = pV > p.
If we put h := (fgp-2zp-1 -gp-1zp-2) + (fp-lUzp-3 -fp-2guzp-4
we have
Then, applying (3 4), (1) to the integral domain G, we have
If pG pF + U, we can directly prove (*) using (i)So we have only to treat the case pG = pF + U. Then, since (1 + c1 + c2t2 +_ _+ cntn) P (1 -t) -1
If we put fn = vnp + clv(n-1)pw +-+ cnwn, gn = vnP+1, we have On the other hand, since r is odd, v (f2~ -f2) = min (2v (f )+ r,2v (f )) < 2v (f) + r -2, 1 212 = a contradiction.
Thus (*) never holds and we may put a1 = 1, b1 = r -2 Since v®(z2) = r = (v@(z) + v@(z)) + r -2, bl can never be smaller than r -2 Hence we have proved the assertion.
In the case 0 is an isolated singularity of X (i.e.
X is normal at 0), we can prove that the exceptional fiber of the normalization of the blowing-up of X with center m0is irreducible,which again implies that a1is 
